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DVS® Connect systems are available as both Mechanical Ventilation 

with Heat Recovery (MVHR) systems (also known as Balanced 

Pressure Heat Recovery) or as a Positive Pressure system. They can 

be connected to your home Wi-Fi router. This means when we make 

improvements to the system software we are able to send them to 

you without the need for a potentially costly service visit.

Humidity, Temperature and CO2 “under control”

The combined technology, connect-ability, and features available from 

the DVS® Connect range of ventilation system cannot be compared.

Humidity Sensing and control.

The Humidity Sensitive control function constantly monitors humidity 

levels inside your home and in the air supply. Automatically adjusting 

to ensure that only air which will keep your house healthier and drier 

is introduced.

Carbon Dioxide (CO2) sensing and control. 

Closed windows trap air filled with contaminants and Carbon Dioxide 

(CO2) that cause discomfort, fatigue, and lack of focus and can make 

your in-home climate unhealthy.

The DVS® Connect range constantly monitors CO2 levels. When the 

CO2 level rises above 1000ppm the system automatically increases 

the level of fresh air being introduced into your home. This minimises 

any risk brought on by having too much CO2 in your air. So you can get 

a good night’s sleep and wake up feeling fresh!.

The CO2 sensors are a remote wireless device and can be positioned in 

up to four places in your home. 

Temperature (DVS® Premium Connect only).

The temperature sensing function allows the DVS® Premium Connect 

positive pressure system to react to differences in air temperature 

(comparing the air supply to the air inside of the home). Adjusting the 

air supply automatically to make best use of free warmth when it is 

available and then slowing to a minimum ventilation rate when the 

air is cooler. You are able to adjust the aggressiveness of the system 

according to what you want to achieve with your DVS®.

DVS® EC CONNECT RANGE

DVS® Premium Connect DVS® Reclaim Connect

DVS® is breaking new ground in air quality management and condensation control for your home. The Connect 

series is our fifth generation of product and our best so far! Connected to the people who can help you!

NZ designed and manufactured - Internet connected ventilation systems. 

DVS® Connect Controllers –  
Internet capability

The controller offers personal control of your 

home environment, all through an easy, simple 

to use, interface. Your system will be configured 

for you, and the airflow and settings individually 

calibrated to the size of your home to run 

automatically. However, you are able to easily 

adjust the system functions or fine tune the 

fan speed to better suit your needs or use the 

Fan Boost option for clearing the house of extra 

moisture or smells. 

The Connect Control systems are WiFi capable 

and so can be connected to your home internet. 

This allows you to download any software 

updates we make available when we are 

improving our systems.
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How does it work?

A quality German-made energy-efficient fan quietly takes the drier, fresher air from your roof space or from outside the building and 

draws it through a high efficiency air filter. The fresher, filtered air is then gently pushed into your home through the DVS® patented 

ceiling diffusers. The incoming air is directed along the ceilings where it mixes with warmer air and spreads evenly through the 

home. Put simply, it creates a positive pressure inside your home that ‘pushes out’ the stale, unhealthy air.

DVS® PREMIUM CONNECT
Internet Connected - Humidity, Temperature and CO2 Sensing Positive Pressure System

Features on all DVS® systems

Patented Ceiling Vents

Patented DVS® vents enable air to be directed 

in up to eight different directions – so the air will 

always go exactly where you need it.

Energy-Efficient Fans

DVS® home ventilation systems feature 

electronically commutated (EC) energy-efficient 

fan motors. Each consumes as little as 10% of 

the electricity of an AC fan. Significant savings 

can be made by choosing DVS®.

DVS® Filters

The DVS® range of affordable, high efficiency, 

Helix® filters are made in NZ using NZ grown 

wool. They are a high quality, high efficiency 

filter, ensuring a cleaner, fresher air supply and 

a healthier home environment.

Optional features available  
for Premium Connect

Tempervent® or Air Warmer

Designed by DVS® for New Zealand homes to pre-

warm (or take the chill off) cooler air from the system 

during winter months before it enters the home. 

DVS® Integrated Heat Transfer System

The Integrated heat transfer system is designed to 

circulate the air from a room with a good heat source, 

for example a wood burner in the living room, to other 

targeted rooms in the house such as bedrooms. Making 

use of the heating you are paying for in your home. 

DVS® Automatic Summer Ventilation

A continuous supply of fresh, filtered air is drawn from 

outside of the roof space when the roof space itself 

becomes too hot. This allows you to make better use 

of your DVS® during summer, ventilating with fresh air 

when you’re not home to open the windows.
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Heat Exchanger

The state- of-the-art heat 

exchanger, made in Europe, is 

highly efficient and matches 

or betters the performance of 

much more expensive products, 

so very little energy escapes. 

Maximum efficiency will vary 

with application, with a maximum 

of 98% efficiency possible.

DVS® RECLAIM CONNECT
Internet Connected – Mechanical Ventilation with Heat Recovery (MVHR)

How does it work?

Also known as a Balanced Pressure Heat Recovery System, 

the DVS® EC Reclaim Connect is located in your roof 

space and uses two energy-efficient EC fans. One fan will 

effortlessly and quietly extract damp, stale air out of your 

home. As the DVS® extracts stale air, the heat exchanger 

Reclaims energy from it (usually generated by activities 

such as cooking, showering and paid for heating) before 

exhausting it outside.

The second fan draws a constant supply of filtered, fresh, 

outdoor air into your home. Energy recovered by the heat 

exchanger is transferred to the incoming fresh air, warming or 

cooling it before it is delivered to your home.

Because the recovered energy is re-used in the home, 

less heating is required to keep your home at the desired 

temperature when ventilating your home. That equates to 

big savings – both to your power bill and the environment.

Optional features available for Reclaim Connect

Summer Vent Bypass

To increase the effectiveness of the system in warmer 

months, an optional Automatic Summer Bypass can be fitted 

to allow the incoming fresh air to bypass the heat exchanger 

when the outside air is cooler than your home. This component 

can be automatically and/or manually controlled.

Solar Gain Roof Intake

There are times when the roof space is warmer than the home 

and yet outside temperatures are cooler. To take advantage of 

that, a bypass enables the warmer roof space air to be passed 

through the heat exchanger and then exhausted out of the 

building. The heat exchanger then transfers warmth into the 

incoming fresh air.  This component can be automatically and/

or manually controlled.

Independent Heat Transfer

The Independent heat transfer system uses a third fan 

dedicated to heat transfer and is designed to circulate the air 

from a room with a good heat source, for  example a wood 

burner in the living room, to other targeted rooms in the house 

such as bedrooms. Making use of the heating you are paying 

for in your home. 

Tempervent® Air Warmer

Designed by DVS® for New Zealand homes to pre-warm (or 

take the chill off) cooler air from the system during winter 

months before it enters the home.


